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tight  loop ending in a back
check, forgetting that Surrey
prefer to run off trail, so that we
had hashers running in all
directions and going round in
circles. At this stage we were
joined by late starters Atalanta
and Heavy Pants, which did
wonders for our success at
solving checks - Atalanta in
particular gamely checking
forward whenever the hare set a
back check, which was almost
every time. Grabarse failed to
go far enough; Doug the Tub
solved a check but then
surrendered the front running
position so that someone else
could brush aside the nettles!

The hare had to explain some
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of his more bizarrre signs; thus
an arrow next to a check did not
mean “Solution this way”, but
“Admire this notice” - which
read “Beware Big Dogs Loose”
allowing Atalanta to go “Grrr”
very convincingly. She was
challenged as our finest female
front runner by both Soozi and
Bonn Bugle, the latter delayed
by a search for dock leaves; but
in fact it was Heavy Pants who
cracked the last check and led us
home. Well, the eager beavers; a
very welcome pitstop with Ouzo
and plenty of water,
administered by Greenpeace and
Abba, persuaded a fair number
of hashers to find alternative
ways home. In several cases this
meant staying on black; it must

SOOZI  USES -  OH,  OOZES!  -
OUZO; SURREY SURVIVE
T-TOTAL’S ONSLAUGHT.
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We all knew T-Total would set
a long and complicated trail,
but somehow mental
preparation is not enough, as
our footballers were to find.

Dutifully parked along the road
we could contemplate the pub
car-park, virtually empty
despite its cheerful sign
announcing an England victory.
The trail began on black and in
the heat, but the hare took pity
on the troops and thereafter we
were largely shaded by trees
and in the Sussex countryside.
Gijs was almost certainly right
to say we never got as far north
as to visit Surrey on this trail;
still, the hare was ingenious.
Too clever by half: he set a

have been very warm.... The
virtuous were rewarded with
shade

T-Total successfully included
animal noises into our morning:
we had a field full of horses
running wild and taking a dim
view of hash intrusion, and also
a pig sty, whose inhabitants
hoped to make a meal of us.
One of our front runners took
time out to feed a solitary sheep
who thanked her by baa-ing
“Check!” just as we did. The
cows paid us no attention.

The JMs handled the Circle
jointly (hence the name, I
suppose) with Spingo singing
T-Total’s praises and
Terminator welcoming our

visitors. Any number of
announcements: Icepyck and
Bonn Bugle reminding us all
that this is the last week for
signing up to go to Camping
Redondo, SBJ anxious to feed
and water the hash in aid of her
charity, G&Tea announcing a
Ladies’ Day (apparently Hairy
Buns is a regular...), Ear
Trumpet eloquent about the
beauties and glories of Essex -
we still have room for 7 more!
Three hashers got an extra
drink for wearing publicity T-
shirts in honour of Gijs: these
were Bonn Bugle, Short ‘An,
and Lord Raleigh.

Tequil’Over finished the run
like everyone else but then
could not resist the appeal of a

brewer’s dray bedecked with
bunting, leaped aboard, and
was not seen again.

As for Lampard’s goal and the
cries for technology to be given
its place, hashing has of course
had GPS exponents for years;
what we need now is cameras
on sky hooks to help the RA
choose sinners. A helicopter
would help. As it is, his lists are
rather short, so he provides a
feast of one-liners and merry
quips to enliven his allocution;
apparently there is a sequel to
the black lace knickers
anecdote, but that will have to
wait. After all, he is your Scribe
next week, for those going
neither to Henley nor East
Bourneo.......
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Directions:

The Receding Hare-Line 2010
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From M25 Junction 10 take the A3 to Guildford; Leave A3 jat
Stoke Park, just before Guildford and at the traffic lights turn
left and then a quick right at the next lights. Follow Ladymead
to the Woodbridge Roundabout and follow A322 through
Worplesdon and Fox Corner. After Fox Corner turn left onto
Ash Road signposted Aldershot. At the end of the road at fork
stay left. Park at pub at junction with A324.

1839 11-July Abba Frensham

1840 18-July SBJ, Blue Suit Family Picnic
Dorking

1841 25-July Grab Arse Leatherhead

1842 01-Aug Portaloo,
Clever Trevor

Barbeque

1843 08-Aug

1844 15-Aug Invisible Man Epsom

Run 1838

Date 04-July-2010

Hare FRB

Venue Pirbright

On-On The Royal Oak

Scribe Clutching Hand

Postcode GU24 0DQ

 OS 946 543

I will go out against the sun
Where the rolled scarp retires,
And the Long Man of Wilmington
Looks naked toward the shires;
And east till doubling Rother crawls
 To find the fickle tide,
By dry and sea-forgotten walls,
 Our ports of stranded pride.

I will go north about the shaws
And the deep ghylls that breed
Huge oaks and old, the which we hold
No more than Sussex weed;
Or south where windy Piddinghoe’s
Begilded dolphin veers
And red beside wide-bankèd Ouse
Lie down our Sussex steers. (Kipling, in praise of Sussex)

4th July: Variant Trails : Eastbourneo or Henley. For transport
to Henley, e-mail SH3 or ask Atalanta or Bonn Bugle

10th July 3 pm Polesden Lacey The Taming of the Shrew

17 July — SH3 Day-out to Mersea Island. SX 2 XS!

 Teq and (Essex lad) ET are organising a day out with: Hash, Beer,
Wine and Oyster beds - Coach from Bookham about 9 am, back
before closing time. Brewery, vineyard .Price £30. We need 36; 29
signed up so far. Email: mersea@surreyh3.org if interested.

20-22 August North Wales Adventure.

15th - 18th October- Vineyard Hash Last Week to Sign Up!

Camping Redondo with Icepyck and Elle T-Shirt. £140. Recom-
mended: flight by Easyjet from Gatwick 1635 back Monday
roughly 1930.  Names and cheques only to Bonn Bugle at the
hash or 31 Heathside Road, Woking, Surrey.  GU22 7EY.  Cheques
to be made out to Surrey Hash House Harriers.

27th-29th August: East Grinstead 1000th Run Event.

29th October: Barn Dance Ashtead


